


Guided Tour of the "Cannon '98" Poster Calendar

Ideally place the text over the poster's quarters, read it and ...look around: enjoy your trip!

First Quarter

May Odin be with you, skilled navigators landed in this
well-hidden harbour in a Scandinavian fjord, during a
normal day of the 8

th
 century. It's a rare moment of

peace, and we - the Vikings - are getting ready for
another raid in the cold waters of the North Sea, just
to stay fit and trained. New weapons and new ships
are required, all the time. They say we're now in a
consumer's age, you know? Someone is busy
thermoforming plastic shields, here below: an
ingenious reindeer-driven device allows for a fast
switch of the sheet-blocking frame and providing
fantastic output. Olaf, the cyclist who's training for the
next Baltic Games, generates the vacuum. Shower
cooling is achieved with cold water, really abundant
here. Hand painting - with customised colours - is the
last step: we really do care about design, over here!
The village is very lively: between the two restaurants
(we have a choice of French or Italian style, you see)
a new row of ...shops have just opened, whose goods
and services can be consumed 24 hours a day.
Seems to be a Dutch fashion, who knows if it will last!

Second Quarter

This is the heart of the Industrial Development Area:
above us a sophisticated laboratory produces oars for
our ships, using formulations reinforced with glass
fibres and a diabolic device to dispense them in the
moulds.
Here below you can find a classic Viking product,
foams frothed with liquid Carbon Dioxide, as is the
beer of our celebrations. Small village, small machine,
to make one block at a time: but these people can
work hard if they want, and look how much foam they
can produce! Even too much, sometimes! A neighbour
complains about the stinking air: they risk to shut-up
the shop, one of these days!
On the right, here, the village's best artists carve
moulds to produce decorative parts for our ships. The
original drawings come directly from Gotland.
Street-goers admire the finished products, real
masterpieces of design: did you know that we export
them by full containers? By the way, we also started
producing the container, since we use and move a lot
of them. Real fun.
The usual "married couple with dogs", so common
everywhere in the world, stroll through the shipyard:
he, the village's top artist and ship designer and his
patient wife invite the dogs to go for a swim. No way,
they seem to answer: they are dogs, not seals!

Third Quarter

The sea, outside the fjord, is waiting for us: our ships
must raid through dangerous and unknown waters,
through unforeseen distances, therefore we want
them to be made in wood, not in plastics! In the
shipyard (the SKIBSVÆRFT) the most skilled
carpenters trim the best logs of our forest (but a bear
seems to be disturbed by a logger, up the hill near the
village!) while other workers lay the orders of planks
over the hull of the ships. The right one seems to be
ready, but an unforeseen problem is arising just now:
the project of the boiler - a new gadget built down in
Mediolanum, in the Padanian plain - is wrong. It's too
high, and its weight could overturn the ship with rough
sea. The owner is refusing the delivery, and the local
representative is now puzzled: what else can you do
with a boiler, over here?
Moored at the container pier a ship is unloading them
one after the other: thank Odin that the Customs
Office (the TOLDBYGNING) doesn't make things too
difficult with their controls, otherwise could you
imagine the queue on the pier?

Fourth Quarter

High Technology in action here, fellows! Two powerful
hydraulic machines - also made in Padania, but in
Augusta Taurinorum - are injection moulding plastic
parts using the moulds carved in the nearby factory.
They will decorate the bows of our ships, or defend us
in the heat of the battle (alas, plastics again between
the enemy and us!).
It's the moment of the truth, when moulded pieces are
extracted from the moulds: the injectors - three
veterans of the oars, inured to hard work - operate
both machines together, with a double crank gear and
rod mechanism, and now can rest for a few moments.
They recommended taking great care of these
machines, so expensive they could be! Dedicated
cups - full of cod liver oil - automatically lubricate the
brass bearings of the moving platen. Definitely not
made for barbarians, these machines!
A potential supplier tries to sneak in from the back
door: they send him out, being so clear the sign on the
door "ADGANG FORBUDT" that this is not an entry!
But he must be surely Gothic or Aleman.
Below, the villagers go to the public Sauna: since
everybody knows how these things end up, a
professional is waiting on the street, just in case.
For the time being she has her hand kissed, then ...
we'll see.

All right, dear travellers, we'll see you next year, if the
designer does not give up this job (his wife threatens
him with divorce because of it!). Let's hope…
For the time being "may the wind only be behind you"!
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